
Monday 4th September 2016

A. Virtual mobilities- blended mobilities: 
 Technological problems (poor connection, quality of the sound) that cannot easily be solved no 

matter how hard we try.
 A matter of time: students sometimes are absent from the classroom for more than an hour. 

They miss their lesson.

BUT inter-conferences are absolutely necessary because they involve all countries.

Conclusions: 

1. Better preparation. Prepare the questions we want to ask to the schools that don‛ t participate 
to the mobility. The activities during the mobility have to be more focused and better 
prepared in advance. Aim: improve virtual meetings. 

2. Involve less students.
3. Formation of international teams of students working together in the afternoon so as to be 

prepared for the mobility. They are free to choose the tool they want to use (fb, skype etc)

B. Evaluation 
1. Discussion about the content of the teacher‛s evaluation form- change the evaluation sheet.
2. Deadline for completing the new sheet: 18/09/2016
3. Creating the families‛ evaluation form using google forms. Deadline for completing the 

evaluation form: 30/09/2016

C. Mobilities - dates
 Marseille- France. 28th November- 3rd December 2016

1. Greece: 4 students
2. Finland: 4 students
3. Poland: 4 students 

 Athens- Greece: 26th March- 1st April 2017
1. France: 4 students
2. Italy: 4 students

 Bielsko-Biala- Poland: 2nd April- 8th April 2017
1. Greece: 8 students
2. Finland: 8 students

 Teacher‛s meeting: 25th-29th September 2017 Marseille- France

Tuesday 5th September 2016

MOBILITY TO FINLAND

1. A ppt explaining company registration step by step in each country sent by 5th October.
2. E-twinning session to present the ppt. Select in advance the student who will present the ppt.
3. Commenting on a meeting board. Finding the best tool. (e.g. padlet)
4. 8 international groups decided in advance.



5. Each student comes up with a business idea and then they work together to decide on the best 
business idea for the group based on their intuition about the market.

6. Publish the ideas on the students‛ fb group- a word document. (Tuesday)
7. Vote on Tuesday.

MOBILITY TO FRANCE 28/11-3/12/2016 (GREECE, FINLAND, POLAND)
1. Prepare a questionnaire – survey of the market. 
2. Survey-monkey platform
3. Send the link. Students and parents can fill in- 50 for each country.
4. One day for the results.
5. On Thursday comparison and analysis of the results.
6. On Wednesday, financing possibilities.

MOBILITY TO GREECE

1. Visiting companies
2. Starting designing the material
3. Draft of business plans (4?)

Wednesday 5th September 2016

Ideas for the dissemination
1. Open day
2. Project presentation
3. Radio
4. Teachers meetings
5. Parents meetings
6. Blog
7. Website envelope
8. Head teacher‛s meetings
9. School fair
10. Newspaper
11. Meeting with the English inspector
12. Article in a magazine
13. House of Europe
14. Regional website for the English teachers
15. Regional education dpt
16. E-twinning conferences
17. European commission forum
18. NA‛s website or newspaper

 Creating a calendar
 Material for the website: products of the activities such as videos and ppt, evaluation 

sheet will be upload so as to be seen and not filled in. 



 The hosting coordinator should write down a short report which will include dates, 
activities, aim and products.

 Evaluation: at the end of the year. The form will be closed between mobilities.


